PRESS RELEASE

FROM SWEET TO SPARKLING – A GOURMET
SUMMER
ST. MORITZ, May 2016 – A multitude of captivating culinary highlights lead an exciting
journey for the senses through the summer at Badrutt’s Palace Hotel. Executive Chef Michel
Jost personally invites guest to join him at the »Chef’s Table« in the legendary ›Badrutt’s Palace
Kitchen‹ granting them a close-up on the art of his cuisine. To enjoy the sun in its full splendour
Sunday lunch can be taken on the terrace of ›Chesa Veglia‹ or tempting specialities from the
grill can be enjoyed at weekends on the terrace of ›La Diala‹ complete with a view overlooking
Lake St. Moritz. August 2016 gets especially fizzy with »Berries & Champagne«, the sweet
refreshing highlight in the green oasis of the new summer garden of ›Veranda West‹.
The Chef’s Table in Badrutt’s Palace Hotel’s kitchen is not just a highlight for the taste buds. This
kitchen experience is all about being right in the thick of it, not just looking on. Here is where an
incredibly lively team swirls dynamically around the kitchen, and is happy to allow a glimpse over
their shoulders to see how it’s done. Since October 2015 Michel Jost has been the new Executive Chef
of Badrutt’s Palace Hotel and during dinner he will happily answer any questions with an impish smile
and recount some amusing tales from his long years and international experience as a chef.
How about going on a safari with a difference with the whole family or a group of friends? The
»Gourmet Safari« is an exciting culinary excursion through many parts of the traditional hotel. To
start with there is a classic aperitif in ›Le Grand Hall‹, then it heads deep down into the old walls for a
tour of the ›Palace Wine Cellars‹. This is followed by main course in ›Le Restaurant‹ and ultimately a
brilliant finale in the famous ›Palace Pâtisserie‹ where little works of art are created on a daily basis.
Summer, sun and clear, fresh Alpine air. There is nothing more appealing than listening to Huw
Lewis’dulcet tones on a Sunday afternoon while enjoying the buffet lunch on the ›Chesa Veglia
Terrace‹. Or how about a delicious barbecue? ›La Diala‹ conjures up everything on the menu this
summer from »Surf to Turf«. Light sushi and sashimi menus or hearty grilled meats are all served on
the terrace overlooking Badrutt’s Palace Hotel’s garden.

For those with a sweet tooth and lovers of sparkling drinks, the iconic hotel is offering »Berries &
Champagne« from 13th to 20th August. ›Veranda West‹ will be transformed into a little green oasis
with real grass and fruit shrubs to present sparkling champagne alongside fresh fruit, deliciously light
desserts such as mousse, sorbets and tartlets. Who can resist this sweet temptation?

ABOUT BADRUTT‘S PALACE HOTEL:
Badrutt's Palace Hotel is a celebration of style, sports, cuisine and fashion, with discreet service and
traditional elegance evoking an atmosphere of pampered luxury for all. An ideal destination in both
winter and summer, the hotel is located in one of the most challenging ski areas in the world and
offers a host of summer alpine activities. Badrutt’s Palace Hotel boasts 157 guestrooms and 37
suites with stunning views of the Swiss Alps. The hotel is a member of Leading Hotels of the
World, Swiss Deluxe Hotels and Swiss Historic Hotels. Badrutt’s Palace Hotel opens its doors to
guests this summer from 24th June 2016 to 4th September 2016.
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